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Goodbye Graffiti 

Early Adolescence Curriculum Materials 

Topic: Graffiti Sub-cultures 

Introduction 

“The term ‘culture’ refers to the complex collection of knowledge, folklore, language, rules, 
rituals, habits, lifestyles, attitudes, beliefs, and customs that link and give a common identity 
to a particular group of people at a specific point in time. 

All social units develop a culture…composed of the collection of rules, rituals, customs, and 
other characteristics that give an identity to the social unit.  

Cultures are largely invisible. Much of what characterizes cultures of relationships, groups, 
organizations, or societies is invisible to its members, much as the air is invisible to those 
who breathe it. Language, of course, is visible, as are greeting conventions, special symbols, 
places, and spaces. However, the special and defining meanings that these symbols, 
greetings, places, and spaces have for individuals in a culture are far less visible. …When 
someone violates an accepted cultural convention, ritual, or custom…the other members of 
the culture become aware that something inappropriate is occurring. 

…All institutions within society facilitate communication, and in that way, they all contribute to 
the creation, spread, and evolution of culture. However, communication media such as 
television, film, radio, newspapers, compact discs, magazines, computers, and the Internet 
play a particularly important role. Because media extend human capacities for creating, 
duplicating, transmitting, and storing messages, they also extend and amplify culture-building 
activities. By means of such communication technology, messages are transmitted across 
time and space, stored, and later retrieved and used. Television programs, films, websites, 
video games, and compact discs are created through human activity—and therefore reflect 
and further extend the cultural perspectives of their creators. They come to take on a life of 
their own, quite distinct and separate from their creators, as they are transmitted and shared 
around the increasingly global community.” (Culture and Communication - The relationship 
between communication and culture, Characteristics of culture, Glimpses of culture, The role 
of technology and media, Issues and areas of study) 

In this topic, students may: 

 Identify the cultural characteristics of a group 
 Undertake a desktop investigation of a graffiti sub-culture 
 Analyse information gathered 
 Propose an intervention to prevent a group of people from doing graffiti 

 

Tuning In: What are the characteristics of a culture? 

Have students work individually to think about and describe the cultural characteristics of one 
group of their friends. Students might think about: 

 A group of school friends 
 A group of friends who share an interest 
 A scout or guides group 
 A sporting group 
 A church group 

http://encyclopedia.jrank.org/articles/pages/6491/Culture-and-Communication.html
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 Any other group. 

Have students make a poster for their group’s characteristics using pictures or symbols. 
They might depict: 

 Greetings and farewells – such as handshakes, kissing/hugging, words (e.g. “hey”, “yo”) 
 Rituals – things they always do together, or do at particular times 
 Rules – things they should do (and should not do) 
 Clothing 
 Acceptable (and unacceptable) language within the group 
 Attitudes to other groups – e.g. boys/girls in general, adults in general, adults in particular 

roles 
 Acceptable (and unacceptable) behaviour within the group and towards others. 

Have students annotate their drawings with enough words that other people can ‘read’ their 
poster. Post the drawings. Have students walk around and look at the posters, writing 
questions about the posters on post-it notes to help the person who created the poster think 
carefully about the cultural characteristics of their group. You might have them write the 
things they don’t understand on one colour of post-it notes and the things they would like to 
know more about on different coloured post-its. 

 

Finding Out: What are the cultural characteristics of graffiti sub-groups 

Talk with students about the subjective nature of culture. “There is a tendency to assume that 
the elements of one’s own cultures are logical and make good sense. It follows that if other 
cultures—whether of relationships, groups, organizations, or societies—look different, those 
differences are often considered to be negative, illogical, and sometimes nonsensical… With 
regard to culture, the tendency for many people is to equate “different” with “wrong,” even 
though all cultural elements come about through essentially identical communication 
processes.” (Culture and Communication - The relationship between communication and 
culture, Characteristics of culture, Glimpses of culture, The role of technology and media, 
Issues and areas of study) 

Assign students to a group based on the posters they have drawn. You might choose groups 
of students: 

 Describing similar groups 
 Describing different groups 
 Describing similar characteristics 
 Describing different characteristics. 

Have each group of students research one sub-culture of graffiti. Ensure students 
understand that there are different groups of people doing graffiti (See Curriculum Materials 
Early Adolescence: Purposes of graffiti). Students might investigate, through reading and 
internet searches: 

 Hip hop e.g. Art Crimes: Hiphop Links 
 Taggers e.g. Taggers and Graffiti 
 Skateboarders e.g. Hip-hop, skateboarding cross cultural lines 
 Train writers e.g. Freight Train Graffiti 
 Urban artists e.g.Web Urbanist; Urban Light Graffiti 

Note: Students are not asked to find representatives of a sub-culture to interview. 

http://encyclopedia.jrank.org/articles/pages/6491/Culture-and-Communication.html
http://www.graffiti.org/index/hiphop.html
http://www.aic.gov.au/media_library/conferences/2003-graffiti/hintz.pdf
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/feat/archives/2007/01/13/2003344963
http://www.graffiti.org/faq/ftg/freighttraingraffiti.html
http://weburbanist.com/
http://weburbanist.com/2007/12/06/3-kinds-of-urban-light-art-from-dorm-room-tetris-to-architectural-light-graffiti
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Talk with students about ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’ characteristics of culture. Students might 
investigate 

 Language 
 Identity 
 Customs 
 Rituals 
 Laws 
 Roles and responsibilities 
 Values 
 Codes of conduct 

 

Sorting out: Is there ‘a’ graffiti culture? 

Have students present their investigations, mapping similarities and differences between the 
other group’s reports and their own investigations. Is there ‘a’ graffiti culture? 

 

Going further: What do you know and what don’t you know? 

The investigations the students have undertaken have involved on-line and text book 
research.  

 What do the students ‘know’ from their investigations? 
 What don’t they ‘know’? 
 How might they find out? 

On the basis of their investigations, what do students think might prevent the sub-culture they 
researched from doing illegal graffiti? 

 

Applying: What do you think now and what do others need to know? 

Have students review the activities and products from this topic. Talk with students about 
their new understandings about  

 Graffiti sub-cultures 
 Investigating culture 
 Reducing illegal graffiti. 

What do they think they have learned? 

What could they share with others? How might they share this learning? 

 


